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This invention relates to a method and apparatus for i , 

forming a cookie ?nish in paper. 
One purpose of the invention is a method of the type ' 

described resulting in a minimum waste of paper. 
Another purpose is a method of forming acockle ?n 

ish in paper which does not weaken the paper. 
15 

' Another purpose is a method of the type described which ’ 
‘forms acockle ?nish which has an ‘uh-arti?cial appear- 
ance. I . . 

Another purpose is anapparatus suitable for. perform: 
ing a method of cockling paper. 
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a certain smoothness and better writing properties. The 
size may be‘ a surface size which is a water dispersion of 
conventional surface sizing agents such as starch, glue, 
Water dispersible synthetic resins or mixtures of the same. 
In addition vto adding size a suitable amount of moisture is 
added and the sizing machine 14 may include a size tray 
‘15, and ‘rollers 16 and 18 mounted in a suitable frame 
work 2%). The paper web 12 passes through the tray _15, 
around the bottom roller 16, ‘then between the two rollers 
and then around the top roller 18, as illustrated in FIG- ‘ 
URE 1. Afterithe paper‘ web 12 is‘ passed through the 
sizing machine it has a moisture content of on the order 
of about 30 to 33 percent. 1' ‘This moisture content is not 
a limitation, but has been found to be a satisfactory range. 
Although the machine 14 has been described as a sizing 
machine, this is not necessary and it may be used just to 
add 'a suitable‘amount of moisture to the paper web. The 

a bottom roller 16 may be driven ‘through a suitable speed 
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Another purpose is amethod of cockling paper which : 
makes maximum use of 
curling of the paper. 
Another purpose is 

the paper web and which prevents 

a method of the type ‘described in 

vstorage and use; , ' . 

Other purposes will appear in the ensuing speci?caé 
tion, drawings and claims. " ' 
The invention is illustrated diagrammatically in the 

following ‘drawings wherein: ' > ’ . 

FIGURE 1 is a side elevation of an apparatus for per 
forming the method described,‘ and 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged section through a portion of 

‘ a cockling roller and the adjacent air‘housing. 
In the past, two principal methods have been used to 

form a cockle ?nish in paper. In one system the paper 
Web, containing a suitable amountof‘moisture, was al 
lowed to dry under reduced ‘tension. A typical method 
is to use a ‘conventional air dryer, the physical construc 
tion and web tension “control of which is well known to 
those acquainted with the art. As it dried, the paper 
would assume a cockle shape or con?guration. The prin 
cipal disadvantage of this method was that the cockling 
was frequently irregular and so random, that often a sub 
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a which the paper retains its cockle ?nish during subsequent . _ 
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stantial part of the paper could not be used; There was 7 
considerabieiwaste. In addition, there was a tendency 
for the cockling to ?atten outrwhen the‘ paper was later 
cut andstored; V p I’ _ ~. 

" The second prior method of cocklingjpaperwas to_ do 
it by embossing paper already dried.“ The flat dried web 
waslcarried into the-snip of a ‘niale and female "pair of 

_ ‘ rolls Whose‘ surfaces ‘havean engraved design.‘ This de 
i . signfgave raisedreandrdepressed ‘areas in the paper, by- 1 

virtue of the pressure'in ‘the hip. The? rotation of this 
! pair" of rolls made for aycontinuous‘process. 'In such'ian' 
x operation the fibers of-‘the paper-arefactually-rearranged ‘l 
j" .=whi¢h has a very weakening effecton the paper; 'i‘In addi- ‘ 

‘- “tion, the paper did’not have a truly un-arti?cialrappe'ar- ‘ t 
ance in that the'tirregularityi of the embossing of‘ are rolls.‘ 

' was substantiaily reproduceduin the-paper; 
. The PI'GSERfdl'IVCHt-IOIILiS. de'gned'to overcome the 

‘ l weaknessestof both‘ prior ‘cockling methods." ‘(The cockled 
paper of the present mventzon has an‘ excellent un-arti?—' - j as we paperishmlldv be ?n-nly pressed against {the 060MB - 

It, is preferred ' 
.cialappearancei There i'sfver'y little waste'andfthe paper 

. ., is not atjall weakened during the cocklir'ig process.‘ . ~ _ 
I Considering ‘the apparatus'il-lustrated in, FIGURE ;l,»pa , 

-r A ,roll- of paperlt’: may be‘usedto supplyja continuous paper > 
' . [web 12 which'is directedlthrough the cocklingiprocess ‘de 
. ‘scribed. The-web 12‘?r'st moves't'o. af?sizi‘ng 'frhachine‘inj 

, dicated generally ati1'4. -}It is’ customia'rypand conventional} 
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‘i5 I pattern‘ rolls while" the "hot ‘air ‘dries it. I 
‘ vvythat the air have a nozzle velocity of between‘ 1,000 to 

.701 
in paper making ‘to insurers the paperhiito give‘: the paper _ 

, roller 5%) is effective on the opposite side. 
is driven through a suitable speed reducer 52, a coupling 
54 and a gear box or the like 56.’ The gear box has a. 

pshaf-t. 53 upon which is mounted a sheave 6i}. 

reducer 22, and a drive shaft 24. The drive for the shaft 
24 will vbe described hereinafter. 
From the sizing machine 14 the web 12 passes around 

an idler or roller 26 mounted on a framework indicated 
‘ generally at 28. Near the top of the framework 28 is a 
cookie pattern roll 30 driven through a speed reducer 32, 
a coupling 34. and a suitable gear box ‘or the like 36. The 
ear box may have a shaft 38 on which is mounted _a 

sheave 49.‘ The sheave 465 is driven by a belt 42 in a 
manner which will-be described hereinafter. ‘ 
., Positioned‘ directly above the cockle pattern roll 30 
is an air housing 44. The lower edge of the housing, as 
at 46, has substantially the same curvature as roller 30, 
and is closely adjacent the roller. High velocity, high 
temperature air is directed into the housing 44 through a 
duct 48. The high velocity, high temperature air. is then 
directed at the moving webbf .paper to press it against 
thercockle pattern roll 3%). ‘The exact details‘ of the air 
system and in particular the housing 44 have not been 
sh \wn, as this ‘equipment is conventional. 
Mounted in'the framework 23 and positioned below 

and slightly to the right, as illustrated in FIGURE 1, of” 
the ‘roller '30, is a second cocklev pattern roll 50. The 
roller 39 is effective on one side of the paper and the 

The roller 5% 

The 
sheavein turn is driven by a belt 61. Positioned directly 
below the cockle pattern roll 50 is an'an'r housing 62 which 
has an inlet duct'6j4; Theyair system for the roller 5% is 
substantially identical to the air; system for the roller 39. 

p After the paper web 12 leaves the second cockle pattern 
'- roll‘ 56 it is directed over arsuitable idler ‘or roller 66 and 

then, becomes part ‘of a roll :68 mounted on a frame 70. 
The-roll 63 may be rotated by a suitable rnotorfor the 

' like 72' through a ‘.belt 74. ‘ . 

.IThe air system'é‘is'prefenably of?the re~circulathrgityper 
, with’ fresh. air brought in as needed. The main inlet duct \ 

' fisindicated at 76' and it feeds inlet ducts 48 and 64 which 
direct the high velocity,;hi'gh temperature air to the air 
housings 44 and 62. Outlet ducts 78 and Stl-connect the ' I 
housings 44;.and >62_,"*respectively, to the ‘main 'outlet 
duct 82'. i a ‘ 

‘ ~Thevelocity and ‘temperature of the ‘air are’ important: ‘ 

20,000"~feet-xfper minuteandkbe. at ‘aJj-temperature‘ of be 
tweeri?OO ‘and 7GOdegr‘e‘es ,F.-,*Although‘these are‘the 
preferred rangeshthe inventionshould notbe 'so limited. 

is way-the moist‘ rarerv Web“ 
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is'also advantageous to heat the cockle pattern rolls. > lreceivejheat from :i V 



p to add size and only moisture may be added. 

- paper. 

. content of the paper is brought to about 30 to 33 percent. 
This is the preferred range although the invention should 

__ quarter of an inch, on' the cockle'ipat‘tern ‘roll. 
important pointyis thatthe cocklefpatte'rn'rolls guide the ‘ 
paper the formatiohof CWKIQS. ' ' * 
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bothsides and will not curl.‘ A temperature in the range 
of 200 to 230 degrees F. has been found to be satisfactory, 
but can be higher,~for example 260 degrees F. 
The drive system for the cockle pattern rolls and the ' 

sizing machine may be conventional and may include a 
suitable motor 84 which maybe positioned on the founda 
tion 86. The motor 84 has a shaft 88 which drives a 
suitable belt or the like 90. The belt drives sheave 92 
which in turn drives a shaft 94 extending ‘completely 
across the frame. Moving from right to left, there is a 
sheave 96 on the shaft 94 which drives roller 50 through 
belt 62. A second sheave 98 on the shaft 94 drives roller 
30 through ‘belt 42. The far left end of the shaft 94 may 
be supported in suitable bearings ‘100 and may have a 
sheave £02 at its extreme left end. The sheave 102. drives 
a belt 104 which in turn drives sheave 106. Sheave 106 
drives shaft 24 for'the sizing machine. . 
A section through a typical surface for the cockle pat 

tern roll is indicated in FIGURE 2. The surface may 
have random raised areas 110 and depressions 112 which 
‘resemble the surface of cockled paper. The web of paper 
.112 is being pressed against the surface by a stream of hot 
air represented by arrows 114.‘ _ 

The use‘, operation and function of the invention are 
‘as follows: ' ' - l I 

Both of the prior methods of forming a cockle ?nish 
paper had undesirable results. In the mechanical method 
in which vdry paper was embossed by pressing it against 
a roller, the paper had an uneven or arti?cial appearance 
and, in addition, because the ?bers were actually rear 
ranged by the embossing, the paper was substantially 
weakened. The other method used for cockling paper was 
to permit it to dry under reduced tension so that it would 
cockle as it dried. The cockles in this type of formation 
were so irregular and so random that substantial amounts 
of the paper were not usable. In addition, there was a 
tendency for the cockles to ?atten out in storage. In the 
present invention the paper is not weakened in any way 
and the cookies formed in the paper will remain. It has 
su?lci'ent irregularity to give a good tin-arti?cial appear 
ance. ' - . 

'To trace a web of paper through the apparatus shown, 
"a roll of paper it} is used to form a Web 12 which ?rst 

_ passes through a sizing station 14. ' Size or starch as well 
as moisture are added to. the paper. It is not necessary 

However, 
size is. advantageous for forming good quality writing 

In any event, at the?sizing station the moisture 

not be so limited. . . - 

The moist paper is then directed through a ?rst cockle 
pattern roll 30. ‘The surface of the‘roller 30', as‘illus 
trated in FIGURE 2, has been patterned to resemble 
cocleled paper; There are random or irregular bumps and 
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depressions which give unpredictable regularity or a .uni- ' 
form irregularity. High velocity, high temperature air, 
for example on the order. of about ‘1,000 to 20,000 feet. 
per'minute and at a temperature of between 300 and 700 
degrees F. is'directedat the paper to press it against‘the 
cockle pattern roll. The paper is dried as it is- pressed 
against the roller. 
so ‘that there will be nocurling of the paper. It is im 
port-ant that the ‘air have a high velocity so thatthe’paper 
will be ?rmly pressed against the roller. The temperature 
is also very important so that the paper will rapidlydry. 

Preferably the roller ‘is also heated‘ 

The air pushes the moist,‘,p;lastic web ofv paper vintoithe" 
depressions on the cockle pattern roll. The paper is V-thereé ' ' 
fore‘ guided as itl'drieslso that it forms a suitable cockle 
?nish. The paper does not necessarily form the same 
texture was the embossing roller. And in fact, as the paper 
dries,’itjm-ayfmove slightly, for example as much ‘as a 

The 
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‘After' the paper leaves the first cockle pattern roll it 

is taken to a second cockle pattern roll which treats the 
opposite side. This is necessary to prevent curling. In 
addition, the pattern on the second roller will normally 
not be the same as that on the ?rst roller so that the sec 
ond side is treated in a different manner which further 
adds to the random regularity or uniform irregularity. 
The air in the second housing which directs air against 
the second roller is generally at the same temperature 
and pressure as that applied at the ?rst roller. From 
the second roller the paper is taken to a suitable roll 
where it is wound up for later cutting and storage. The 
invention should not be limited to only two pattern rolls 
as there may be two, four, six, etc., units depending upon 
the web speed desired through the system. There must 
be a sufficient number of units to dry the paper to about 
'?ve percent moisture content. 
An important point is the paper does not necessarily 

make a true copy of the pattern on the rolls. The rolls 
guide the paper and allow it to form a proper coclde. 
The paper is dried as it is pressed against the cockle pat 
tern roll. Paper formed in this manner will hold its 
cockling during‘ storage, and of great importance is the 
fact that there is very little waste paper. 

' The web of paper moving through the system will be 
under some tension, but not nearly the degree of tension 
used to form smooth paper. The web will be moving 
at reduced tension to permit the paper to cockle. How 
ever, the tension will not be as low as that used in the 
conventional air drying process described above. 
Whereas the preferred form of the invention has been 

shown and described herein, it should be realized that 
there are many modi?cations, substitutions and altera 
tions thereto Within the scope of the following claims. 
We claim: - 

1. A method of forming a patterned ?nish in paper 
including the steps of bringing‘ a continuous web of paper 
to a suitable moisture content for providing said pat 
terned ?nish without rearranging the ?bers in the paper, 
directing high velocity, high temperature air against one 
side of the Web as it moves with a moving patterned 
surface so that the web is pressed against the surface as 
it dries, thereafter directing high velocity, high tempera 
ture air at the opposite side ‘of the web as it moves with 
a second moving patterned surface so that the opposite 
side of the web is pressed against the surface as it dries. 

2. The method of claim 1 further characterized in 
that the moisture content of the web as it moves into the 
high velocity, high temperature air, is on the order of 
about 30 to 33 percent. 

3. The ‘ method of claim 1 further characterized in 
that the high velocity, high temperature air has a velocity 
on the order of about 1,000 to 20,000 feet per minute. 

4. The method of claim 1 further characterized in that 
'the temperature of’ the high velocity, high-temperature 
air is on the order of about 300 ‘to 700 degrees F. 
> »5. The method of ‘claim .1 further ‘characterized in 
that said web moves under a'tension lower than that used 
in forming a smooth ?nished paper. _ 
' g 6. The method of claim 1 further characterizedby and 

faces. ’ . ‘ 

including the step of heating said moving patterned sur-~. 

7. The method of claim 6 runner humanized in that i 
said‘ cylindrical surfaces are heated to a'temperature on' 
vthe order of about .200 to 230 degrees F. ' ' 

j .8. The method‘ of claim further characterized in that 
said web is brought to a moisturecont'ent on'the order 

; of’abou‘t, 30 to 33‘perce'nt byiadding size to the web. 
9. :Apparatus for. formingfcockle, ?nish paper from a 

continuous web of‘ paper; including means'for adding 
moisture to the paper Web, a ?rst'cockle patterned roller 
and means. for rotating said ?rst roller,‘ means opposite _ 

' I said rollenfor directing high temperature, high velocity 
'V-Vair atvi‘the Web of ‘paper moving with said-?rst roller, a > 

' second" cocltle patterned‘ roller," spaced fronr said ?rst 
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roller, and means for rotating said second roller, means 
for directing high temperature, high velocity at‘the 
web of paper moving with said second roller, said ?rst 
roller presenting one side of the Web to the high tempera 
ture, high velocity air and said second roller presenting 
the opposite side of the web to the high temperature, high 

, velocity air. 
10. The structure of claim 9 further characterized in 

that the means for adding moisture to the Web also adds 
size to'the Web.‘ ‘ 

11. The structure of claim 9 ‘further characterized in 
that means for directing high velocity, high temperature 

10 

E 
air at the Web of paper moving With each of said rollers 
includes a housing adjacent each roller, each of said 
housings extending partially around its roller. 
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